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Congress is getting an earful on music royalties this week from both sides of the issue.  Broadcasters in Washington 
for this week’s State Leadership Conference are using the occasion to get some face-time with members of Congress to 
talk about issues that affect them, including music royalties.  Seeing an opportunity to tell its side of the story, the musicFirst 
Coalition bought an ad in yesterday’s issue of Politico opposing the “Local Radio Freedom Act,” the non-binding resolution 
intended to cut off at the pass any legislation that would remove broadcast radio’s exemption from paying a performance 
royalty.  While no bill has been introduced in either the House or Senate, the National Association of Broadcasters is working 
to get more lawmakers to sign what’s known as a “sense of Congress” resolution.  “Everyone else pays,” the musicFirst ad 
declares, name-checking satellite radio, internet radio and cable radio.  “Yet the $16 billion AM/FM industry is stuck in the 
past.”  It appears to be only the beginning of a music industry campaign designed to raise awareness of an issue being thrust 
back into the limelight by the battle over royalties paid by webcasters. “We’re going to use every channel and ability to get our 
message out,” musicFirst executive director Ted Kalo says.  That includes taking its message directly to the public through 
social media campaigns “on a broader scale and with more voices,” Kalo says.  House Judiciary Committee chairman Bob 
Goodlatte (R-VA) plans to hold more royalty hearings this year and musicFirst is urging lawmakers to “allow the Judiciary 
Committee to find consensus solutions on music licensing legislation” before signing the NAB-backed resolution.  

New technology helps radio play digital catch-up.  A new marriage of radio and mobile technology could help make 
radio more accountable to advertisers and enable the medium to keep pace with the types of engagement offered by digital 
media.  Dial Global has partnered with audio recognition app SoundHound to deliver exclusive offers and branded content 
to consumers on their mobile device.  While song ID service Shazam offers a similar product for TV advertisers, Dial Global 
president Ken Williams says the technology is better suited for radio because the call to action can occur more naturally 
and effectively from a radio personality.   Here’s how it works:  a radio personality gives a call to action to “soundhound” a 
broadcast.  Listeners who have already downloaded the app would then open it and hold their device near the speakers 
at any point during the broadcast. The app would recognize the broadcast and deliver to the user’s mobile device content 
ranging from audio and video to a contest entry form or an exclusive offer from an advertiser.  Since it’s the programming 
and not the commercial that’s been “ingested” into the SoundHound system, listeners could use the app to access the 
content at any point during the tagged broadcast.    The platform is designed to work with any type of broadcast, including 
live, voice-tracked, network and local.  Dial Global plans to syndicate it to local stations and radio groups. 

Super Bowl gives high-profile rollout to new radio technology.  Working with Geico and Big Machine Records, listeners 
to this year’s Super Bowl broadcast on Dial Global were able to use the network’s new SoundHound For Radio technology 
to receive an exclusive interview with Tim McGraw, hear snippets of his new songs, pre-order his new album and enter 
a sweepstakes to see and meet the country star at the ACM Awards.  Dial Global president Ken Williams says “tens of 
thousands” of listeners used the app to access the Super Bowl offer.   “Extended brand engagement is the big hot button 
with advertisers right now,” he says.  “This enables that in a way that is both immediate and anticipated by the user.” The 
interactions are quantifiable, which checks another box for advertisers.  Horizon Media managing director of national audio 
Elizabeth Albright says the platform “allows for direct engagement with radio listeners in a traceable way that provides 
meaningful value and results.”  

Entravision abolishes “general manager” title.  Four months after announcing a new management structure, Entravision 
has abolished the general manager title from its corporate flow chart and assigned a number of employees to new roles.  
The changes appear to be having a positive impact on revenue growth.   Entravision’s non-political radio revenue increased 
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6% during the fourth quarter, and through the end of last month the company says first quarter is up 5%.  “We’re growing our 
core through better sales systems, sales training and people — we completely reorganized our company,” CEO Walter Ulloa 
told investors yesterday at a Deutsche Bank media conference in West Palm Beach.  Most symbolic is the jettisoning of the 
title “general manager” companywide, handing each GM the title of senior vice president of integrated marketing solutions. 
“They are literally spending 100% of their time now on sales and we have centralized all operations through our corporate 
staff,” Ulloa said.  Under the new structure first rolled out last November, Jeffery Liberman became COO, Mario Carrera was 
named chief revenue officer, and Esteban Lopez Blanco was named chief strategy officer.  While it’s too soon to assess its 
full impact on sales efforts, Entravision has logged double-digit increases so far this year.  Through the end of February there 
are gains across a number of ad categories, including professional services (+14%), auto (+12%), telecom (+16%), financial 
services (+13%) and grocery (+15%).  “It’s terrific to see these core categories growing,” Ulloa said.

Radio One adds Spanish to its Indianapolis cluster — on TV.   Radio One has expanded in television in recent years, 
launching the TV One cable channel.  But in Indianapolis where it owns a four-station radio cluster, the company has quietly 
operated the low-power television station WNDI-CD (channel 19) for the past 13 years.   Branded “Indy’s Music Channel,” 
the music video channel has fit into the radio cluster quite nicely.  But on March 11 the station will convert into a Telemundo 
affiliate.   Market manager Chuck Williams says Indianapolis’ Spanish-speaking population has seen significant growth over 
the past several years and they plan to go after them with locally-produced content — eventually even launching a local 
newscast. “This is the first time in six years that local advertising will be available in Spanish,” he says.  Radio One’s Indy 
cluster currently includes urban AC WTLC-FM (106.7), rhythmic CHR “Hot 96.3” WHHH, CHR “Radio Now 100.9” WNOU and 
gospel “1310 The Light” WTLC.  Williams tells Inside Radio the company doesn’t plan to flip any of those stations to Spanish.  
“We like our radio cluster position just as it is,” he says.  Radio One isn’t planning on expanding its local TV business either.  
“This really is a one-off — we simply see a tremendous opportunity,” Williams explains.   The 2010 Census found the market 
was 10% Hispanic, a 55% increase from a decade earlier.  The market has three Spanish-language stations with a combined 
2.6 share (6+) in Arbitron’s January ratings.

Nielsen sees radio as piece to fit into its cross-media puzzle.  Nielsen may be king when it comes to measuring the 
average American’s five hours of television consumption per day.  But with more local advertisers making total day media 
plans, there is a huge gap on its dayplanner: the two hours a day a typical person listens to the radio.  Nielsen global media 
products and advertiser solutions president Steve Hasker says that’s one of the “underpinnings” behind the company’s 
decision to re-enter the radio business.  Add in digital and other media (excluding print), and Nielsen is tracking people about 
eight hours per day. “We think that those are the most valuable parts of the media mix and is central to our proposition of 
understanding consumer behavior at a very, very deep level,” he said at the Deutsche Bank media conference yesterday in 
West Palm Beach.   The theory is ad buyers are more willing to pay for that information as media mix modeling — the process 
of tying ads to sales — becomes more mainstream.  Hasker said radio, TV and digital share a common trait in that they’re 
either stable or growing categories of media spending in the U.S. and internationally.   He explained that Nielsen is focused 
on not only tracking how consumers are interacting with devices and platforms, but also how companies are thinking about 
their ad spending across those media.  It’s a quest that led to Arbitron’s doorstep.  “We’re very focused on the ones that have 
the tailwinds from a marketer’s perspective,” Hasker said. 

ROI remains advertisers’ marching orders.  From the Network Radio Compliance Council to getting more broadcasters 
on board with Ad-iD to media mix modeling, the drumbeat for better accountability for advertising dollars has never been 
louder.  The groundswell isn’t just confined to radio.  A new survey by the Association of National Advertisers (ANA) identifies 
accountability as the most important issue that senior marketers face in 2013.  Integrated marketing communication and aligning 
the marketing organization with innovation ranked second and third.    ANA CEO Bob Liodice says the trade association is 
placing continued emphasis on accountability and measurement by advocating for commercial ratings, expanding Ad-ID to 
platforms including radio, and relying on the Media Rating Council as the centralized, standard setting measurement body.   
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Making radio more accountable is something that can have a direct effect on industry revenue.  “Media that can provide better 
metrics — especially response metrics to actual ads, not just audience data on the use of the media — are going to get more 
ad dollars,” Harmelin Media VP Bernie Shimkus says.  At December’s Arbitron Client Conference, RAB CEO Erica Farber urged 
the industry to better demonstrate its ROI to advertisers. “Radio has been very slow to adapt to any technology that shows 
listeners heard the spot, reacted to the spot and bought the product,” she said. “And that’s what advertisers are looking for.”  

Cumulus names Shaw to lead unwired ad network sales.  Steve Shaw is returning to the frontlines of broadcast radio 
sales after spending the past several years meshed in all things digital.  The former rep firm executive has been hired by 
Cumulus Media as senior vice president of national advertising sales for the company’s 525 stations and Cumulus National 
Sales, the company’s unwired ad network.  “Having run Katz Radio for years, Steve is the natural choice for this position,” co-
COO Jon Pinch says.  Shaw will report to Pinch and work with Cumulus Media Networks sales chief Mike Pallad inside the 
company, as well as with the sales team at Katz.  Shaw most recently ran his own media consultancy.  Before that he spent 
five years as an executive at Cox Digital Solutions, where he founded the digital rep firm Cox Cross Media in 2007.  Earlier 
he was Katz Radio Group president from 2000-2006.
    

Pandora’s integration into broadcast radio buying software is nearly complete.  Nearly a year after partnering with 
Triton Digital to crunch its audience data into metrics that could be imported into broadcast radio buying software, Pandora 
says the integration is nearly complete.  Pandora audience data is now part of STRATA’s system, giving the 1,000 agencies 
that place buys using its software easier and faster access to the webcaster’s inventory.  Mediaocean is currently beta-testing 
Pandora’s data with rollout to its Mediabank systems later this month and its Donovan systems by the end of April.  The 
integrations will allow radio buyers to compare Pandora’s national and local audience data side-by-side with broadcast radio 
stations across the country.  Prior to the integrations, radio buyers using the systems were required to manually research 
Pandora audience ratings.  They will also help level the playing field between broadcast and internet radio from a buying 
perspective, making it easier for agencies to easily buy both media together. Mediaocean CEO Bill Wise says its clients “have 
long expressed a desire to spend far more heavily in digital radio generally, and Pandora specifically.”  Its software is used 
by agencies owned by the major ad holding companies while STRATA’s client base is mostly independent shops. STRATA 
president/CEO John Shelton says reaction from media buyers “was overwhelmingly positive.”   Speaking at last month’s 
Goldman Sachs conference, Pandora CEO Joe Kennedy said getting into the buying systems is “a fundamental enabler for 
our further entry into the radio ad markets.”  
 

Has “listener” become a dirty word?  That’s what DMR/Interactive COO Andrew Curran says coming out of last week’s 
Country Radio Seminar, where the discussion turned to the use of word.  Curran says calling radio users “listeners” is “one 
dimensional and limiting” since the audience is doing more than just tuning into broadcasts.  “They are commenting on it, 
promoting it, creating it, sharing it, evaluating it, and talking about it,” he points out.  “Today’s audience has an interactive and 
dynamic relationship with their favorite stations.”  Curran thinks the word “listener” also reinforces radio’s old-media status.  
He’s created a LinkedIn page to help get people talking about how to reframe the topic.  “Words matter, especially in the 
radio business,” Curran says.
  

Fisher could face a replay of last year’s shareholder fight.  Fisher Communications has announced it will consider selling 
its radio and television assets as part of a wide array of strategic alternatives.  Although a decision hasn’t been made on 
what course to take, one shareholder can’t wait to see a signed contract.   FrontFour Capital, which led an expensive fight 
with Fisher’s board last year, is vowing to lead a new battle with the board this year if it “continues down the current path 
without regard to its shareholders’ interest.”  The David Lorber-run firm says in a regulatory filing it will push for “additional 
changes” on the board at the next Fisher annual meeting.  When that will happen remains up in the air.  Fisher has delayed 
the meeting until at least early June while financial advisors sort through the sale options.  Lorber previously sat on Fisher’s 
board but resigned last year after he failed to convince shareholders to install a fresh slate of directors who, like him, were 
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looking to sell the company.  Fisher accused FrontFour of trying to “seize control” of the company, but it did ultimately strike 
a deal to sell its Seattle headquarters complex.  Mario Gabelli, whose GAMCO Asset Management owns 29% of Fisher, 
has also been pushing for a sale and claimed last year that the company had received an all-cash buyout offer for “north of 
$40 million.”  In a letter filed with the SEC yesterday, he tells Fisher he plans to nominate Mason Capital Partners managing 
director Ryan Morris and Creative Casinos managing partner Daniel Lee for seats on the Fisher board.

Inside Radio News Ticker…FCC heading to the Hill…In what may be FCC chair Julius Genachowski’s final appearance 
in a congressional hearing room, the five commissioners will appear next week before the Senate Commerce, Science and 
Transportation Committee.   The oversight hearing will cover a wide range of topics, but committee chair Jay Rockefeller (D-
WV) has been a big champion of indecency and violent content…Production company expands focus…The five year-old 
production services firm Natural Concepts Marketing Group has rebranded itself Ad Leverage, a move the company says 
better reflects its evolution into a more traditional full-service ad agency.   It also brings Ernie Del Toro onboard as media 
director.  He’ll oversee the agency’s day-to-day strategic media planning and negotiations.  Prior to joining Ad Leverage, Del 
Toro served as the media director at Media Design & Marketing.  The agency has worked with clients such as Quick Auto 
Funding and Siringo Law Firm…The other Conclave is in Italy…The Conclave is getting a bit of extra attention this week 
thanks to the big job opening in Vatican City.  It seems some are confusing the annual Minneapolis radio conference with the 
conclave of cardinals in the Vatican that’ll pick a new pope.  Executive director Bob Shannon says they’ve received three to 
four dozen tweets about the subject in the past few days, a few in Latin.  The Catholic News Service even went so far as to 
alert its followers of the difference.  The Conclave is set for July 17-19 in Minneapolis…People Moves…A Delaware morning 
co-host promoted to program director.  Read People Moves HERE.

Inside Radio Deal Digest —
Texarkana — Richard Burns’ Alaska Broadcast Communications has 
closed on a $2.75 million deal with Ark-La-Tex to buy adult hits “101.7 
Bob FM” KBYB, talk “Freedom 107” KTFS-FM (107.1), urban AC “Jammin 
104.7” KTOY, sports KCMC (740), silent KTFS (940) and the translator 
K288FI (105.5).   Burns also has a pending deal to buy KTTY, New Boston, 
TX (105.1) from Bill Brothers’ Towers Investment Trust for $150,000 in 
the Texarkana market.  Brokers: Bill Whitley of the Dallas office of Media 
Services Group (for Ark-La-Tex) and Clifton Gardiner (for Burns) 
Greensboro-Winston-Salem-High Point, NC — Curtis Media closes its 
$200,000 deal to buy two FM translators owned by Jerry Falwell’s Liberty 
University.  Curtis Media buys W236BO, Burlington, NC (95.1) — which 
will simulcast oldies WPCM (920).  It also files to buy W279BW, Roxboro, 
NC (103.7).  Curtis president/COO Phil Zachary says the company is 
still weighing options for what to put on the Roxboro signal.   Broker: Bob 
Heymann, Media Services Group
Laurel-Hattiesburg, MS — The Minority Media and Telecommunications 
Council has found a buyer for the currently-silent WHJA, Laurel, MS (890).  
Donald Pugh will pay $5,000 for the daytime-only station.  Clear Channel 
donated the station to MMTC in 2011 with the goal of bringing first-time 
buyers like Pugh into radio. 
West Palm Beach — Sam Rogatinsky’s Palm Beach Radio Group closed 
a deal to buy “Talk 1340” WPBR from Emil Antonoff’s Omni-Lingual 
Broadcasting for $462,500.  It is the first station for Rogatinsky.
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Clear Channel sells towers to Richland   
It	may	be	difficult	to	get	buyers	and	sellers	together	
to	sell	stations,	but	brokers	say	the	broadcast	tower	
business	remains	red	hot.		In	an	apparent	move	to	
cash	in	on	that	opportunity,	Clear	Channel	has	spun-
off	 seven	 of	 its	 radio	 and	 communications	 towers	
across	five	markets	to	tall	tower	specialist	Richland	
Towers.	 	 	 Richland	 EVP	 Matthew	 Bray	 says	 the	
new	facilities	allow	them	to	expand	their	client	 list.			
The	 towers	 are	 in	 Cleveland;	 West	 Palm	 Beach;	
Columbia,	SC;	Cedar	Rapids,	IA;	and	Prospect,	CT.		
Five	of	seven	are	more	than	500-feet	tall,	according	
to	a	Richland	spokeswoman	who	says	 they’ll	 now	
also	be	used	by	TV	tenants.			Richland	remains	in	
growth	 mode,	 fueled	 by	 the	 growing	 demand	 for	
broadband	coverage.
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qual VP OF SALES - CUMULUS, HUNTSVILLE AL
Cumulus Huntsville is looking for a VP of Sales to lead our sales 
operations in the “Rocket City.” You will have the most powerful 
brands in the market along with the best resources and coaching in 
the industry at your disposal.  If you are looking for the opportunity 
to grow and take that next step in your career towards becoming a 
Market Manager, you’ve found it.  Our search will include candidates 
who are currently carrying a DOS or GSM title. 

Inquiries will be held in the 
strictest confidence: 
recruitment@cumulus.com 
Equal Opportunity Employer

qual OPERATIONS MANAGER/KCYY PROGRAM DIRECTOR
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

Cox Media Group-San Antonio, TX is seeking an Operations Manager 
for our seven station cluster. (This position includes KCYY Program 
Director duties.) Must have excellent motivation, leadership and 
organizational skills and have a proven track record in obtaining 
ratings results. Requires at least 5 years programming experience as 
a Program Director and/or Operations Manager. 

Qualified candidates should send their material to: Cox Media Group, 
8122 Datapoint, Suite 600, San Antonio, TX 78229, Attn: Human 
Resources or, email to: satxresumes@coxinc.com.  EOE

qual WMFE-FM PRESIDENT 
AND GENERAL MANAGER

WMFE-FM seeks a leader who 
has a clear understanding of 
the mission of public radio, who 
is energetic, visionary, has an 
entrepreneurial approach and 
who brings experience in creative 
programming and program 
development.

HOW TO APPLY: Livingston 
Associates is assisting The Board 
of Trustees of WMFE in this 
search. 

For more infomation 
or, to apply, please visit: 

livingstonassociates.net

Deadline: 02/22/13. EOE&DFW

qual SALES EXECUTIVES - BOSTON
Bloomberg will shortly be launching a radio station in Boston and 
we are searching for sales executives to spearhead this exciting 
initiative. The successful candidates will focus on developing new 
accounts for the station across a wide range of financial, auto, 
corporate, technology and luxury accounts.
  
The candidates will work with Boston based clients and advertising 
agencies through across all aspects of the sales process. We are 
looking for “self-starters” with strong presentation and organizational 
skills.

5+ years of recent and relevant 
media sales experience, ideally 
with a radio background. Strong 
track record of new business 
development, including with the 
automotive category.  Find more 
qualifications and requirements, or  if qualifed apply HERE.  E.O.E.

SALES - METRO ATLANTA

North Metro Atlanta 100,000 
watt South 107 is looking for 
experienced reps to help take a 
growing Country formatted station 
to the next level.  For Account 
Executives with a passion for 
sales, and   a background in direct 
selling in medium/major market 
radio sales,   this is an excellent 
opportunity to join a company with 
expanding market partnerships.   
This is an ideal position for those 
tired of “corporate radio” to 
work in a “local decision making 
environment” and to have some 
fun doing it!   

A detailed job description and 
application can be found at 
south107.com/jobs.com 

Send your resume to:  
jobs@rrpga.com

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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